Scenarios:

A group of individuals work 5 days a week for 3 hours a day at various community based businesses cleaning office spaces and earn minimum wage. The individuals require minimum supervision from their support staff to complete their various work tasks. When not working in the community, the individuals have an opportunity to complete in house job tasks as well community interaction that includes shopping for the program.

- **Blended**
  - 3 hours working in community businesses and earning minimum wage is Mobile Work Crew Group Supported Employment
  - 3 Hours in house and shopping for program Day Support Options

A group of 5 individuals, work 4 days a week at Walgreen’s stocking shelves. One day a week the individuals participate in leisure activities, because there is no paid work scheduled for that day. The individuals earn various hourly rates depending on time study results when working.

- **Blended**
  - 4 days a week at Walgreen’s is Group supported Employment
  - 1 day a week Day Support Options

A group of 4 individuals work at provider site completing work that the provider has sub-contracted for where some earn minimum wage, some earn a stipend rate and some earn an hourly rate based on the results of their time study. The program is blended to include both a paid work component and leisure activities within a specialized setting without integration with non-disabled employees. The program addresses the needs of the individuals, who need a leisure component in addition to a light work component.

- **Blended**
  - Hours spent in work component are Pre-Vocational
  - Hours participating in leisure activities is Day Support Options

A group of 4 individuals who work 5 days a week in a floral shop earning various wages. The individuals interact with various customers from the community and go into community to deliver and solicit business.

- **Small Business Enterprise**
A group of individuals who work at a specialized location 5 days a week. The individuals earn less than minimum wages based on a time study. The individuals do not have contact with the public.

- Pre-Vocational Enclave

A group of 5 individuals with the support of a job coach clean a large office complex 5 days a week and individuals earn minimum wage and are paid from the revenue collected for services rendered.

- Group Supported Employment